
QCD and Its Success



Rutherford Scattering
Rutherford taught us the most important lesson:
use a scattering process to learn about the structure of matter

?This story is well known:

H. Geiger and E. Marsden observed that -particles
were sometimes scattered through very large angles.

Rutherford interpreted these results as due to
the coulomb scattering of the -particles with the
atomic nucleus: 



Rutherford Scattering

In a subsequent paper Geiger/Marsden precisely verified
Rutherford theory

Discovery of atomic nucleus

N. Bohr Old Quantum theory�…



Developments�…

Discovery of neutron

(Chadwick 1932)

-Quantum mechanics rapidly developed in the years 1924-27

-The nucleus composition remained a mistery (e.g. N7
14) till�…

Instrumental to the Fermi�’s beta decay (n pe ) theory

+Be C + n

Main information concerning geometric detailes of nuclear structure
(mirror nuclei, fast neutron capture, binding energies etc) could be summed up in:

R=r0xA1/3 fm with r0= 1.45 fm

m= 0.08 nucl/fm3      and    c=(Z/A)x0.08 (prot. charges)/fm3



The nucleus form factor

Stimulated by accelerators technology advances and fully muture QED various
theoreticians (Rose (48), Elton(50)) started to calculate cross sections for
elastic electron-Nucleus scattering

Mott

Nucleus form factor

Interference between the scattered
wavelets arising from the different parts
of the same,finite,nucleus

Phase-shift analysis



R. Hofstadter: e-p elastic scattering



The SLAC-MIT Experiment
Under the leadership of Taylor, Friedman, Kendall
~ 1969

Electron scattered by 
liquid hydrogen or deuterium1990 Nobel Prize



First SLAC-MIT results
Two unexpected results�…

Deep-inelastic scattering (DIS)



First SLAC-MIT results
Two unexpected results�…

Deep-inelastic scattering (DIS) Scaling behavior

F2

=1/x



Deep inelastic scattering (DIS) and structure Fs

Bjorken scaling (1969)
(Predicted prior to data)

=1/x

Kinematic variables

2
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Quantum Chromodynamics



Why does QCD play such a crucial role 
in High Energy Phenomenology?

�• The parton picture language provides the foundation 
on which all modern particle theories are formulated, 
and all experimental results are interpreted.

�• The validity of the parton picture is based empirically 
on an overwhelming amount of experimental 
evidence collected in the last 30-40 years, and 
theoretically on the Factorization Theorems of 
PQCD.





Key concepts: Ultra-violet divergences, bare Green fns, renormalization, 
RGE, anomalous dimensions, 

renormalized G.Fs
, �… etc.



Analogies and 
correspondences 
(see later)

Analogies and 
correspondences 
(see later)
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Hadron Collider Physics

hadrons leptons, hadrons

partons, 
gauge bosons,

new particles

(universal) 
parton Distributions

SM and New 
physics

jet algorithms

hadronization models: 
MC programs 

frag. functions

L.D. S.D. L.D.



Deep Inelastic Scattering (DIS) 
in Lepton-Hadron Collisions 

Probing the Parton Structure of the 
Nucleon with Leptons



Deep Inelastic Scattering in Lepton-Hadron Collisions 
�—Probing the Parton Structure of the Nucleon with Leptons

�• Basic Formalism 
(indep. of strong dynamics and parton picture)

�• Experimental Development
�– Fixed target experiments
�– HERA experiments

�• Parton Model and QCD
�– Parton Picture of Feynman-Bjorken
�– Asymptotic freedom, factorization and QCD 

�• Phenomenology
�– QCD parameters
�– Parton distribution functions
�– Other interesting topics



Basic Formalism
(leading order in EW coupling)

Effective fermion-boson electro-
weak interaction Lagrangian:

EW SU(2)xU(1) gauge 
coupling constants

Lepton-hadron scattering process

B

(B = g, W, Z)



Basic Formalism: Scattering Amplitudes

Scattering Amplitudes

B

Spin 1 pro-
jection tensor

Lepton current amplitude (known):

Hadron current amplitude (unknown):

Object of study:
*  Parton structure of the nucleon; (short distance)
*  QCD dynamics at the confinement scale (long dis.)



Object of study:
*  Parton structure of the nucleon; 
*  QCD dynamics at the confinement scale

Basic Formalism: Cross section

Cross section (amplitude)2 phase space / flux

Lepton tensor (known):

Hadron tensor (unknown):

X



Basic Formalism: Structure Functions

Expansion of W in terms of independent components

Cross section in terms of the structure functions

Charged Current (CC) processes (neutrino beams):
W-exchange (diagonal); left-handed coupling only; �….

Neutral Current (NC) processes (e, scat.)---low energy: 
(fixed tgt): -exchange (diagonal); vector coupling only; �…

Neutral Current (NC) processes (e, scat.)---high energy 
(hera):  & Z exchanges: G1

2, G1G2, G2
2 terms; �….



Basic Formalism: Scaling structure functions

E1

q

P

E2Kinematic variables

Scaling (dimensionless) 
structure functions

Scaling form of cross section 
formula:

(                             )



The highest energy (anti-) neutrino DIS experiment



F2 MeasurementF2 Measurement

�• Isoscalar -Fe F2

�• NuTeV F2 is compared with CCFR
and CDHSW results

- the line is a fit to NuTeV data

�• All systematic uncertainties are
included

�• All data sets agree for x<0.4.

�• At x>0.4 NuTeV agrees with 
CDHSW

�• At x>0.4 NuTeV is systematically 
above CCFR



The HERA Collider

The first and only ep collider in the world

e± p

27.5 GeV        920 GeV

s = 318 GeV 

Equivalent to fixed target experiment with 50 TeV e±
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The Collider Experiments

H1 Detector
Complete 4 detector with

Tracking 
Si- VTX
Central drift chamber

Liquid Ar calorimeter                    

Rear Pb-scintillator calorimeter

î E=E = 12%= E[GeV ]
p

(e:m:)

î E=E = 50%= E[GeV ]
p

(had)

î E=E = 7:5%= E[GeV ]
p

(e:m:)

chambers

and much more�…



ZEUS Detector

Complete 4 detector with

Tracking
Si- VTX
Central drift chamber

Uranium-Scintillator calorimeter         

î E=E = 18%= E[GeV ]
p

(e:m:)

î E=E = 35%= E[GeV ]
p

(had)

chambers

and much more�…
Both detectors asymmetric



NC and CC incl. Processes measured at HERA

XpeXepe ee )(   :CC       ,     :NC

NC:

CC:

missing momentum



Measurement of F 2(x,Q2)

These are difficult measurements:
nevertheless precision level has reached: errors of 2-3%

�• For Q2 « MZ
2 xF3 negligible;

�• FL only important at high y;
�• Both FL and xF3 ~ calculable in 
QCD

�• Correct for higher order QED 
radiation

�• Extract F2(x,Q2) from 
measurement of                 dxdQ 2

d 2ûep



Physical Interpretations of DIS 
Structure Function measurements

�• The Parton Model (Feynman-Bjorken)
�• Theoretical basis of the parton picture and the QCD 

improved parton model

l1

l2

H

A

X

a

l1

l2

A

H

X

High energy (Bjorken) limit:
(large Q2 and , for a fixed x value)



QCD and DIS

is the factorization scale. 
Usually choose = Q: that is 
how f(x,Q) acquires Q-dep.

A physical observable is 
independent of µ, 
i.e., renormalization group 
invariant.
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Structure functions: Quark Parton Model

Quark parton model (QPM) NC SFs for proton target:
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For neutron targets, invoke (flavor) isospin symmetry:
_ _

u d and u d



continued

These qualitative features were verified in early (bubble 
chamber) high energy neutrino scattering experiments.

Consequences on CC Cross sections (parton model level):

Gargamelle (CERN)

Refined measurements reveal QCD corrections to the 
approximate naïve parton model results.  These are 
embodies in all modern �“QCD fits�” and �“global analyses�”. 



F2 : �“Scaling violation�”
�— Q-dependence inherent in QCD

Renormalization group equation 
governs the scale dependence 
of parton distributions and hard 
cross sections. (DGLAP)

Rise with increasing 
Q at small-x

Flat behavior at medium x

decrease with increasing 
Q at high x



QCD evolution
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Evolution performed in terms of (1/2/3) non-singlet, 
singlet and gluon densities:

Where



Parton Distribution Functions (PDF): 
most significant physical results derived from DIS
(with help from other hard scattering processes)

A common misconception:
Parton distribution functions �“Structure functions�”

These are the 
(process-dep) 
S.F.s

These are the 
(universal) 
PDFs

These are the 
hard Xsecs.

There is a convo-
lution integral and 
a summation over 
partons here!



Parton Distributions: one example
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QCD in Hadron Collisions

Jets



Inclusive Jet Production

�• Nowhere is the increase in 
center-of-mass energy 
more appreciated



CDF: kT jet cross section results

kT algorithm
seems to
work well
at a hadron
collider

underlying +
hadronization
correction



CDF Jet Energy Scale: from Run-1 to Run-2

Run II 2004

Run I

Fractional Systematic Uncertainty vs PT

Central region

~factor of 2 
decrease!Run II 2005

many person-
years 

have to correct calorimeter energy
depositions for detector, algorithm and 
physics effects to obtain �“true�” jet energy



Jet Fragmentation


